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Message from the Minister

The time to celebrate design has come!

It is my privilege and honour to share some thoughts in conjunction with the Malaysia 
Good Design Mark 2016 Award Ceremony. I would also like to take this opportunity to 
congratulate MGDM for their 20th Anniversary. Malaysia Design Council (MRM) should 
take pride in their tireless efforts in successfully organizing the MGDM program for the 
past 20 years.      

As good design becomes more prevalent, we are able to perceive social issues and 
people’s needs with greater clarity.  Expectations of design are changing, from an era 
where the role of design was mainly to refine or re-create things according to everyday 
life, it has since improved in providing what people need through careful reflection.

Malaysia Good Design Mark is not just about recognizing products with excellent design, 
but also aimed at positioning Malaysian made and designed products in the global 
market.  Looking at  the Malaysia Good Design Mark 2016 award recipients, we realize 
that each entry an not only a positive endeavor  from the designers to fill some 
niche, but at the same time to reiterate the importance of design in our daily life. 

Since its inception two decades ago, Malaysia Good Design Mark or MGDM has proven 
itself to be the only recognition by Government through Malaysia Design Council where 
design and branding meets.  

In a brand led product, design comes into play in terms 
of providing a unique and differentiated look in order 
to penetrate new markets.  No matter how good the 
product is, consumer’s acceptance is heavily based 
on brand awareness and consistent image 
exposure.  This is one of the significant 
factor in determining the success of the 
product in a market where product 
offering and proposition is a parity.

Malaysia, it’s time to think design; 
embrace design, use design.

YB DATUK SERI PANGLIMA WILFRED MADIUS TANGAU
Minister of Science, Technology and Innovation Malaysia
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Message from the Chairman

It started two decades ago with the dream to see Malaysian designed-and-made 
products fly high in the global market.    

As the only national design agency in Malaysia, we foresee design as a strategic tool 
that encompasses the total package of a product and it acts as a visual means of 
expressing the functions, value and emotions of the product.   

When we first organised the Malaysia Good Design Mark (MGDM) 20 years ago, we 
faced difficulties in attracting local manufacturers to take part.  But over the years, 
MGDM has grown in strength and quality as MRM continues to work proactively to 
promote the importance of excellence in product design to not only the industry, 
but the public as well. Malaysia Good Design Mark (MGDM) has proven that it is still 
relevant to not only manufacturers, but also especially to the Government, in marking 
where we are in terms of creativity and innovation.  

And today, on behalf of Malaysia Design Council (MRM), I am proud to say that we 
made it. 

On this auspicious occasion, I would like to extend my appreciation to the Minister of 
Science, Technology and Innovation (MOSTI) for his continuous support on MGDM 
and also MRM.  

And, to all MGDM 2016 recipients, 
congratulations and keep up the good work.   

PROFESSOR DATO’ DR. AHMAD HJ ZAINUDDIN

Chairman of Malaysia Design Council
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To obtain a prestigious recognition from 
MGDM as Jin Huo continuously promotes 
new designs and new products in the 
Malaysian Gold Jewellery Industry. Jin 
Huo also hopes to be more competent in 
inheriting designs of Malaysian handicrafts.

Mr. Chiah Hock Yew, Managing Director
Jin Huo Gold & Jewellery Industry (M) Sdn. Bhd.

With Good Design Award, I knew my
creative are being recognised beside 
enhancing the products value. It also 
encouraged the designers to work harder.

Dato’ Liew Bin, CEO
Brilliant Merchandising Sdn Bhd & Bagman 
Corporation Sdn Bhd 

With MGDM, our products have received 
recognition from a credible body which
strong differentiation and market 
positioning from the internationally 
recognized Good Design Award registered 
trademarks, MGDM will put high confident 
level to our potential customers 

Zamrizal Md. Ismail, Founder & Co- owner
Galas Calboo Design 

With this recognition given by government, 
customers are more confident on our 
product.

Ms. Jinny Ting, Marketing Manager
Goodnite Sdn Bhd  

The Good Design Award’ from MRM is a 
recognition to our efforts to bring the best 
to Malaysians from Malaysians.

Zamuren Musa Styling Design, GM R&D
Perodua Manufacturing Sdn. Bhd.  

This is a great chance for our team to 
introduce an innovation into the 
market and this program can influence 
customers to recognize our product.

Cheah Kim Boon, Director
Semerah Garden Hotel 
(Owned by Pontian Garden Hotel Sdn Bhd)  

MGDM gives accreditation to the 
monumental effort that brought the New 
Perdana to life and serves to recognise 
the many individuals who work tirelessly 
in realising Proton’s flagship car.

Azlan Othman, Chief Designer
Perusahaan Otomobil Nasional Sdn Bhd (PROTON)

Recognition is a good start for any 
business. Good Design is part of 
building brand images and equity. A great 
design is nothing without recognition.It 
will beneficial for both parties, producers 
as well as consumers. With Good Design 
it shows differentiation between business 
senses and good business wealth.

Sulaiman Arshad, CEO
Packaging Design Centre, SIRIM Berhad 

PROF. MADYA DR. MOHAMAD HARIRI ABDULLAH
Head of Jury, Faculty Art And Design
UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY MARA (UiTM)

TN HAJI ABDUL MUNIR HJ YAHYA
DIMU DESIGN SDN BHD

ERIC TIAU CHEE KEONG
IDEA SEED DESIGN SDN BHD

NOR AZIZI AHMAD
SEGI UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

MOHD YUSOF ABD RANI
PERBADANAN KEMAJUAN KRAFTANGAN MALAYSIA

MOHD SOBRI ABU BAKAR
UNIVERSITI SULTAN ZAINAL ABIDIN

MOHAMED ASRI AHMAD BIN THAHARUDDIN
RIFAIECHUASETHI SDN BHD 

DR. NORHISHAM SEYAJAH
IPROM UniKL

SAHARUDIN BUSRI
MIMOS BERHAD  

MGDM, wall of thought, what say you?

Panel of Juries
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CATEGORIES
The Recognition of Malaysia Good Design Mark is classified into 13 categories as follow :
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Company Name :
SIRIM Berhad / KETTHA

Brand / Model No :
GB Packaging 

Packaging for Green Blue For Dine-N 
and Take-Away Ready To Eat Food

Environmental issues have always been a going 
concern for food packaging.  As such the designers can’t 
help but emphasise on the selection of materials in 
order to enhance the consumers’ attraction to the 
product.  This stylish food packaging, even though with 
simple graphic was able to steal user’s attention immediately.

Packaging Products 09



Company Name :
AJ Food Industries (M) Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
Kowjanes

Pembungkusan Produk Mayobites 
Dan Chezzy Mayo

While the Mayonnaise is considered as a ‘non-daily consumed’ 
product for some, the power of packaging is able to attract 
attention of potential buyers. The practical sachet for daily 
use and the ‘cleverly’ use of images with bold typography has 
positioned these packaging above the rest. The overall graphic 
arrangement transforms it into a high value-item.

Packaging Products10



Company Name :
Shamer Group Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
Brownie Bros 

Packaging for Dark Chocolate Brownie This brownie packaging design demonstrates the un-
limitation of basic idea. Instead of just a regular food 
packaging, the classic approach with simple black box yet 
outstanding red and white label makes it much more 
special and interesting. In fact, the box itself makes it 
something worth saving and useful for decorative storage 
that compliments the promotion.

Packaging Products 11



Company Name :
Kinabalu Handmade Chocolate

Brand / Model No :
Famles 

Pembungkusan Coklat Durian, 
Coklat  Coffee, Coklat Mango

The vintage appearance on the packaging highlights the 
appreciation of design, culture and quality.  The use of stamp 
with local culture tales makes it a special gift with different 
flavours.  

Packaging Products12



Company Name :
Kepala Bukit Trigona Bee Farm

Brand / Model No :
Kepala Bukit 

Pembungkusan Serbuk Kopi Dengan 
Madu Kelulut

It’s simple and clear graphic on the packaging portrays both 
beautiful and delightful taste of Kelulut Honey coffee. The 
black coloured packaging blends well with the visual, making 
it outstands when display with other coffee brands. 

Packaging Products 13



Company Name :
Excellent Dania Marketing

Brand / Model No :
Eistiqa 

1.  Eistiqa Magika Drop
2. Eistiqa Magic Glow Foundation
3. Eistiqa Golden Bee
4. Eistiqa Angel Serum

Beautiful products are often associate to ladies. This special 
range of products are packaged in various coloured box, but 
maintains its floral image to symbolise freshness and purity.

Packaging Products14



Company Name :
SNZ Cemerlang Enterprise

Brand / Model No :
S&Z 

Pembungkusan Keropok Seaweed The designer has brilliantly incorporate suitable image, colour 
and typography on this packaging to lure customers in trying 
this tasty seaweed cracker.  

15Packaging Products



Company Name :
Rich Art Print & Pack Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
Mooncake Packaging

One World Hotel Mooncake 
Packaging

The moon cake comes in an innovative packaging which 
conveys the true essence of Chinese culture. The
designer cleverly used contrast fabrics to display de-bossed 
Chinese patterns which transform the product into a 
premium packaging and exclusive felt.   

16 Packaging Products



Company Name :
Rich Art Print & Pack Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
Mooncake Packaging

Mandarin Oriental Hotel Mooncake 
Packaging

This product is creatively packaged in a simple, yet exclusive 
box which creates excitement while unwrapping.  Customers 
shall have their names etch on a metal plate outside the box 
to serve as an approval of quality and lock to secure product 
freshness.  

17Packaging Products



Company Name :
Rich Art Print & Pack Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
Mooncake Packaging 

Grand Millennium Hotel Mooncake 
Packaging

Elegant and uniquely designed is what best to describe the 
packaging of this product.  The combination of black and gold 
makes the packaging more outstanding and exclusive enough 
as a premium gift.

18 Packaging Products



Company Name :
Galas Calboo Design

Brand / Model No :
Ga-las  / Geddey

Ga-las Geddey The designer has cleverly combined fashion and industrial 
design to come out with this sleek and stylish tote bag, 
suitable for young female executives. For customer 
who wishes to look different, they can choose their own 
preferred shape, colour and accessories to make this special bag 
exclusively theirs.  

Jewelry, Fashion and Accessories Products 19



Company Name :
Brilliant Merchandising Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
TERMINUS / T02-592STD

Cycliz While this bag is a specialist gear for cyclist, it’s 
ergonomic and practicality are the design concern in the design 
development process. The comfort while riding, easy-access to 
valuables, padded pocket for protection and helmet compartment 
become the juror consideration. These considerations 
contribute to the safety, reliability and practicality 
of items that need to be organised.

Jewelry, Fashion and Accessories Products20



Jewelry, Fashion and Accessories Products

Company Name :
Jin Huo Gold & Jewellery 
Industry (M) Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
“J” Collection / F9-1 

The Monarch It’s a timeless handcrafted piece of jewelry, the allure of yellow and white gold 
necklace with the butterfly pendants.  The pattern on the larger butterfly wings 
are beautifully crafted to look like Malaysian Songket textile motifs, to give a 
touch of Malaysian culture.  It is classic elegant and enduring in style.  Very 
exclusive and eye catching. The smaller butterfly in blue enamel and gold is 
cleverly designed to give a stunning contrast, to the big gold pendant.  Made 
for the high end market.  It’s a masterpiece.  Very beautiful, well designed, 
contemporary classic and a statement piece of jewelry. The Monarch is an 
almost extinct species of butterfly which is native to Malaysia.
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Company Name :
Jin Huo Gold & Jewellery 
Industry (M) Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
“H” Collection / B164

The BelM An elegant and fashionable piece jewelry.  Very contemporary 
and intricately handcrafted gold bracelet.  Simple, stunning 
and elegant.  Made from yellow gold and inlaid with tiny 
diamonds to enhance its beauty.  Not chuncky and light.
The clasp has an additional tiny buckly to gives it an extra 
security.  Very well designed piece of contemporary jewelry.

Jewelry, Fashion and Accessories Products22
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Company Name :
Brilliant Merchandising Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
TERMINUS / T02-501LAP 

Urban Dad 2.0 The name ‘Urban Dad’ explained the design intention of this 
spacious, rugged bag that is equipped with wipes tissues and 
diaper backpack compartment for men travelling with kids. 
The practical design tackle the ergonomic issues including 
shape, padded shoulder straps, diapers changing pad, easy 
access to wipes tissues and it can also be attached to stroller.

Jewelry, Fashion and Accessories Products 23



Company Name :
Galas Calboo Design

Brand / Model No :
Ga-las  / Le’gee 

Ga-las Le’gee Ladies would love to have their belongings different from 
others.  And who knows that vehicle seat belt could be used 
as a handbag strap to demonstrate creativity and innovation 
in fashion design.  This bag is special as it blends feminism 
and industrial design to satisfy the trendy needs of modern 
customers.   
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Company Name :
Brilliant Merchandising Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
TERMINUS / T05-145T

Transformer Lite The feeling of being able to travel without having to check-in at 
the baggage carousel affects the individual emotions. While most 
cabin baggage are made of rigid and tough materials, this Trans-
former Lite gives a lightweigh  feels, squash-able and expandable yet 
elegant in design. Consideration in storing items such as boarding 
pass, passport, basic toiletries and other valuables that are easy and 
reachable becomes the design added values even when it is in the 
overhead locker or under the seat

Jewelry, Fashion and Accessories Products 25



Company Name :
Panasonic Appliances Asia Pacific 
Design Center

Brand / Model No :
Panasonic  / NR-BY608 / 558 Series

Refrigerator The fridge has a sleek and simple in design which harmonises 
modern kitchen interior.  The minimalist concept on its surface 
balances between aesthetic and practicality with the touch 
screen controller is placed in a vertical shape.  

Household, Kitchen and Bathroom Products26



Company Name :
Panasonic Manufacturing 
Malaysia Berhad

Brand / Model No :
Panasonic / DH-6NS1, DH-3NS1, DH-4NS1

Home Shower N Series This new shower series creates a modern and elegant 
feelings in the bathroom interior.  The designers tend to 
portray a solid image, which combine with lightness and 
sophistication of modern minimalist style.     

Household, Kitchen and Bathroom Products 27



Company Name :
Panasonic Appliances Asia Pacific 
Design Center

Brand / Model No :
Panasonic / NA-FS16X3

Washing Machine This washing machine design convincingly conveys that 
home appliances can be a display unit element. The design 
compromise between beauty and functionality by having 
clean smooth surface with black panel, creating minimal 
appearance but elegant to viewers. The idea of creating fully 
top opening offer easy access to the tub and control panels 
that confer the admirable level of ergonomic detailing.

Household, Kitchen and Bathroom Products28



Company Name :
Panasonic Manufacturing 
Malaysia Berhad

Brand / Model No :
Panasonic / DH-6NS2, DH-3NS2, 
DH-4NS2, DH-3NP2

Home Shower N Series This new shower series has a modern and elegant appearance 
which fit into most modern bathroom interior.  It is not only 
ergonomic and aesthetic in design, but also uses fire retardant 
material to enhance product safety. 

Household, Kitchen and Bathroom Products 29



Company Name :
Panasonic Manufacturing 
Malaysia Berhad

Brand / Model No :
Panasonic / DH-6ND1, DH-3ND1, 
DH-4ND1, DH-3NDP1

Home Shower N Series These new shower unit series by Panasonic form a modern and 
elegant appearance by having the semi curved surface with 
angular base. Their in-house designers tend to form a solid 
yet soft shape that unites thoughtful design sensibility with 
practical bathroom product. The showerhead design 
funnel is aesthetically pleasing to furnish with other 
bathroom objects. 

Household, Kitchen and Bathroom Products30



Company Name :
Goodnite Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
Goodnite /  V Space

Goodnite V Space Mattress The mattress design is considered as a utilitarian product and yet a 
clear understanding of both user and designer with extensive ergonomic 
studies that provide shape to a groundbreaking product. The 
uniqueness of inner angular shape provided a space between the 
foot and bedside that appreciate some of the anxiety and discomfort 
experiences that users or some patient might experience. The thought of 
fabric application that will release lavender aroma when rubbing create 
an emotion bonding with the user.

Living Room and Bathroom Products 31



Company Name :
Novel Furniture Sdn. Bhd.

Brand / Model No :
Novel /  CH – 0018 – CH

Dining Chair These dining chairs are cool and interesting in their own way 
even though it displays a feeling of a stool added with high 
wood support. The combination of leather and wood come 
to associate with rustic feels to the chair.  In fact the use of 
veneer in vertical order and wood cut stamp in the middle of 
backrest add personality to the chair.

Living Room and Bathroom Products32



Company Name :
Novel Furniture Sdn. Bhd.

Brand / Model No :
Novel / CH – 0019 – CH 

Dining Chair These dining chairs are of the similar version. They not only 
provide comfortable seating but also evoke images of rustic 
and modern design. The tall backrest with bold grains finish 
in the middle, gives a touch of personality and elegant design 
to the chair.

Living Room and Bathroom Products 33



Company Name :
Perodua Manufacturing Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
Perodua / D63D

Perodua Bezza The first compact sedan Perodua named Bezza is aerodynamic, 
sleek, designed for performance and aesthetic that is made 
available as a people’s car. Bezza is an As and also an extended 
version of Axia. Bezza applied minimal character lines with the 
aim of pure design on engineering limitation. The ingeniously 
design of wider C pillar simply reduce volume from rear doors to 
tailgate. The smart interior space within a compact body offers 
8+1 seating configurations for user convenience.

Public Area and Transport Products34



Company Name :
Perusahaan Otomobil Nasional 
Sdn Bhd

Brand / Model No :
PROTON / - 

Perdana The presence of prestige in the new Perdana demonstrates 
a seamless integration of dynamic design and elegance. 
The surface exudes aerodynamic flair in its sleek lines and 
fluid curves creating perfect balance of form and function. 
Perdana becomes the example of how design have resolved the 
surfaces, shutlines and graphics with the functions to 
embellish the exclusive and elegant appearance in a really 
satisfying way. The practical interior conveys craftsmanship and 
art yet spacious, stylish and designed for tranquil calm ride.

Public Area and Transport Products 35



Company Name :
Panasonic Appliances Air-Conditioning 
R&D Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.

Brand / Model No :
Panasonic / CS-VS10SKH-1, 
CS-VS13SKH-1, CS-VS18SKH-1

Air Conditioner The CS-VS series has a modern and minimalist in design. It is 
the expression of an entirely new appreciation of form and 
function of an air-conditioner.  It is ergonomically designed to 
give comfort in any households.  

Architecture and the Environmental Products36



Company Name :
Semerah Garden Hotel  
(Owned by Pontian Garden 
Hotel Sdn Bhd)

Brand / Model No :
- / -

Semerah Garden Hotel This beautiful makeover hotel was intentionally created to excel designs 
and functionality through recycling pine wood. The concept does not only 
attract new guests and encourage them to stay longer, but it also offer as 
another vacation home for their regular customers. The Semerah Garden 
Hotel is an outstanding example of pine wood versatility that works as 
structure and decor in walls, ceilings and floors to bestow the Nordic feels. The 
uniqueness of F&B outlet made of pallet structure form a railway track 
impression from floor to ceiling. The creative ways of the owner’s brainchild 
perfectly adds beauty, character and personality to each corner of the hotel.

Architecture and the Environmental Products 37



Company Name :
Panasonic AVC Networks Kuala Lumpur 
Malaysia Sdn. Bhd

Brand / Model No :
Panasonic / TH-49LX1K

49” Viera 4K LED Gentle Lighting TV This Viera 4K LED TV combines uncompromised picture 
quality with innovative lighting that glows in making the 
surrounding lively as well as reducing screen lighting. 
The slim and clean edge display a sleek elegant appear-
ance. Further to that the smart design legs made of acrylic 
produce a neon lighting effect that convey the sense of 
lightness.

Media and Home Electronics Products38



Company Name :
Mimos Berhad

Brand / Model No :
GlucoSenz / 1.0

Blood Glucose Sensor Device Medical products are usually very functional but the 
creativity of designers are able to transform it into innovative 
objects. This medical product becomes example on how a 
design with visual impact can correlates with technology. The edge
surface design conveys futuristic appearance and 
together with the black and white coour scheme they 
demonstrate minimalist design approach and yet controlled by 
complex system requirements with ergonomic considerations.

Medicine and Rehabilitation Products 39



Company Name :
Stephanie Ng Design

Brand / Model No :
Stephanie Ng Design / LL - Packaging

Luna Lana Packaging This customised knitting light bulbs come with an exclusive 
packing to portray its value.  It is made of a 100% merino wool 
to showcase its environmental concern which not only simple 
in design, but also exclusive.  

Crafts40



SIRIM Berhad / KETTHA
Packaging Design Centre
1 Persiaran Dato’ Menteri, P.O Box 7035, Seksyen 2
40700 Shah Alam, Selangor.
Tel : 03-5544 5923    Faks : 03-5544 6788
H/P : 012-382 9494  Emel: hayati@sirim.my

AJ Food Industries (M) Sdn Bhd
No. 13, Kompleks Industri MARA (KIMARI)
Lot. PT 6381, Kg. Batu Muda off Jalan Batu Caves, 
68100, Batu Caves, Selangor.
Tel : 03-6181 1352   H/P : 019-310 2087
Faks : 03-6181 1344  Emel: ainual@jasmafood.com.my

Rich Art Print & Pack Sdn Bhd
No. 1, Jalan Balakong Jaya 2, 
Taman Industri Balakong Jaya, 
43300 Balakong, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
Tel : 03-8964 4848   Faks : 03-8964 4828
H/P : 016-263 8286   Emel: info@rich-artprint.com

Galas Calboo Design
35, Jalan Badminton 13/29, Seksyen 13, 
40100 Shah Alam Selangor
Tel : 03-5523 7413  Faks : -Nil-
H/P : 012- 700 2362    Emel: enquiry@ga-las.com

Jin Huo Gold & Jewellery Industry (M) Sdn Bhd
6130-6131, Jalan Bagan Lallang, Taman Cempaka Sari,
13400 Butterworth, Penang.
Tel : 604-324 1731    Faks : 604-332 9442
H/P : -Nil-     Emel: jinhuomarketing@gmail.com

Panasonic Appliances Asia Pacific Design Center
Level 1, Lot. 10, Jalan 13/2
46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor D. Ehsan.
Tel : 03-7953 3609   H/P : 016 – 490 8587
Faks : - Nil -      Emel: mengsin.lim@my.panasonic.com

Panasonic Manufacturing Malaysia Berhad
No. 3, Jalan Sesiku 15/2, Section 15,
Shah Alam Industrial Site 
40200 Shah Alam, Selangor.
Tel : 03-5891 4380    Faks : 03-589 14381
H/P : 016 – 490 8587   
Emel: mengsin.lim@my.panasonic.com

Panasonic AVC Networks Kuala Lumpur Malaysia Sdn. Bhd
Lot. 5, Persiaran Tengku Ampuan, Section 21, 
Shah Alam Industrial Site 40300
Shah Alam, Selangor D. Ehsan.
Tel : 03-5891 3888   Faks : 03-5891 3997
H/P : 016-490 8587
Emel: mengsin.lim@my.panasonic.com

Mimos Berhad 
Technology Park Malaysia,
57000 kuala Lumpur.
Tel : 03-8995 5142  Faks : 03-8995 5000
H/P : 019-219 1737   Emel: saharudin.busri@mimos.my

Goodnite Sdn Bhd
Wisma Goodnite, Lot 1249, Jalan Kapar, 
Batu 15, Kapar,, 42200 klang, Kapar
Tel : 03-3250 3333   Faks : 03-3250 1098
H/P : 017-268 8888   Emel: edmondchew@goodnite.com.my

Perodua Manufacturing Sdn Bhd
Research and Development Division
Sungai Choh, Locked Bag 226, 48099 Rawang Selangor 
Tel : 03-6092 8888 (4903)   Faks : 03-6733 0325
H/P : 013- 232 3924    Emel: zamuren@perodua.com.my

Perusahaan Otomobil Nasional Sdn Bhd
Persiaran kuala Selangor, Seksyen 26, 
40000 Shah Alam, Selangor
Tel : 03-5191 1055 (Ext-2810),   03-5039 2810 (Direct)
Faks : 03-5102 6175/03-5102 6175
H/P : 012-209 8496    Emel: azlant@proton.com

Semerah Garden Hotel  
(Owned by Pontian Garden Hotel Sdn Bhd)
No. 1, Jalan Seri Semerah, Taman Seri Semerah
82000 Pontian, Johor
Tel : 07-687 1001   Faks : 07-686 0025
H/P : 012-736 9097    Emel: ghss1001@gmail.com

Brilliant Merchandising Sdn Bhd
No.39, Jalan  TPK 1/1,, Taman Perindustrian  Kinrara,
47100 Puchong, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
Tel : 03-8076 1268    Faks : 03-8076 3594
H/P : 017-371 3613   Emel: liewbin@bagman.com.my

Novel Furniture Sdn. Bhd.
Lot. 2360, Kg. Baru Sg. Buloh
47000 Sg. Buloh, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
Tel : 03-6140 5081   Faks : 03-6156 8240
H/P : 012-283 0086  Emel: hra_oh@novelfurniture.com.my

Kinabalu Handmade Chocolate 
Lot 4G, Ground Floor, Taman Putera Perdana Shoplots 
Phase 1,  88450 Telipok, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah
Tel : -Nil-   Faks : 088-489 310
H/P : 019-860 3627    Emel: famleskhc@gmail.com

Stephanie Ng Design
102, Jalan Limau Nipis, Bangsar Park
59000 Kuala Lumpur
H/P : 012-208 2158 
Emel: hello@stephaniengdesign.com

Kepala Bukit Trigona Bee Farm
No F35, Kampung Kepala Bukit, 
06700 Pendang Kedah
Tel : -Nil-  Faks : 04- 441 3405
H/P : 013-432 4274   Emel: azdstudio@gmail.com

Excellent Dania Marketing 
No 10-1, Jalan Bullion Mewah 8, Taman Bullion Mewah, 
68100 Jalan Sentul, Kuala Lumpur
Tel : 03-6185 7769      Faks : 03- 6185 7699 
H/P : 019- 620 6022   Emel: excellent.dania@gmail.com

SNZ Cemerlang Enterprise
DA Mansor bin Senawi, Kampung Sungai Daun Tengah, 
Simpang 3, Kota Sarang Semut, 06680 Alor Setar Kedah
Tel : -Nil-     Faks : 04- 441 3405
H/P : 013-432 4274    Emel: azdstudio@gmail.com

Shamer Group Sdn Bhd
19B, Jalan Wan Kadir 2, Taman Tun Dr. Ismail
60000 Kuala Lumpur
H/P : 012-366 3981  Emel: infobrowniebros@gmail.com

Company Contact
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